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Coal Seam Gas Firms Take Off

The past 12 months have seen the share prices of

three of Australia’s leading coal seam gas companies

take off in spectacular fashion. Eastern Star Gas Ltd,

Arrow Energy NL and Queensland Gas Company have

enjoyed share price rises of 512 per cent, 352 per cent

and 205 per cent respectively.

And these are not resource hopefuls or penny

dreadfuls but mid cap companies with producing assets

and paying customers. Queensland Gas Company is

currently capitalized at around $1.69 billion, Arrow

Energy at $1.46 billion and Eastern Star Gas at $206

million.

Coal seam gas has come a long way in recent years:

gaining new recognition as a mainstream fuel, being

seen as providing a current and future alternative to

other gas sources, wining public endorsement and

interest from major energy companies such as AGL,

Origin and Santos, and gaining a boost from its

environmental benefits.

But there must also be individual factors at work

behind every successful company.

In the case of Eastern Star Gas, the rise seems to

have been driven by its steady success in developing its

65 per cent owned Gunnedah Basin Gas Project (Coal

Seam Gas) Joint Venture and the expansion of its

nearby gas fired Wilga Park Power Station.

The Gunnedah Basin contains one of the largest

onshore gas reserves in Australia and can lessen NSW’s

reliance on interstate gas supplies. Last month the

expansion of the Wilga Park Power Station and an

associated gas pipeline was given major Project Status

by the NSW Government.

The project also has the potential to supply the

Bayswater Power Station in the Hunter Valley.

The past 12 months began for Arrow Energy with:

* a merger with CH4;

* the taking of a strategic stake, up to 25 per cent

with options, in coal seam gas company Pure Energy,

which has since listed on the ASX; and

* finalization of a deal to supply gas to APA

Group’s new Daandine gas fired power station at

Kogan, located west of Brisbane.

Since then Arrow Energy has:

* expanded sales;

* won three coal seam gas exploration areas in India

and won a farmin option for Indonesia;

* entered another agreement with APA and Beach

Petroleum for a coal seam gas processing facility at

Tipton West, located west of Brisbane;

* entered farmin agreements with Pure Energy;

* increased its reserves; and

* benefited from progress on a mooted new gas

pipeline and mooted gas power station in central

Queensland.

If that wasn’t enough, in recent months it has:

* made its first gas sales from its Tipton West field;

* entered a lucrative joint venture farmin agreement

with Swedish firm Energy Infrastructure Group AB;

* continued its international expansion in China,

Indonesia and Vietnam;

* announced further increases in gas reserves;

* finalized a gas sales agreement with Liquegas

Energy Pty Ltd to supply a new LNG plant;

* entered the S&P ASX 200 Index; and

* in late May it signed a Heads of Agreement to

supply gas to a proposed LNG export facility near

Gladstone. The deal could double Arrow’s production.

Queensland Gas Company appears to have been as

busy as it transitioned from coal seam gas explorer to

producer. In the past 12 months it:

* opened its Berwyndale South Gasfield in Southern

Queensland and began delivering gas to power

generator CS Energy;

* began building the Condamine gas fired power

station at Berwyndale South;

* received and rejected a takeover offer from Santos

Ltd;

* won an agreement to supply additional gas to the

Braemar Power Station;

* increased its gas reserves;

* allowed AGL to take a 27.5 per cent stake through

a placement and signed a 20 year gas sales agreement

with AGL.

And in recent months Queensland Gas Company:

* received a revised takeover offer from Santos that

was opposed by the ACCC;

* further upgraded its reserves;

* rejected a takeover offer from TCW group;

* completed a share buyback; and

* entered the S&P ASX 200 Index.

With so much activity, no one can say the three

companies, Eastern Star Gas, Arrow Energy and

Queensland Gas Company, have not deserved their

share price success.

Clearly the market is currently very responsive to

bankable business activity in the coal seam gas sector,

such as new gas reserves, new production projects, new

sales contracts, new pipelines and power stations, and

explorers that become producers.
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More Acquisitions for Scrap
Metal Recycler

Scrap metal recycler CMA Corporation Ltd has

pursued a very active acquisition strategy, as it said it

would, since its initial public offering in July 2005 (see

Eco Investor Aug 2005). With the company about to

complete its ninth acquisition, it will have tripled its

market capitalization since the IPO, but so far its share

price has found it harder to stay ahead.

The IPO shares were offered at 40 cents and in the

two and a half months to late September 2005 quickly

doubled to a high of 92 cents, making CMA a glamour

float. But the shares then suffered a slow and prolonged

decline, reaching a low of 23 cents in early July 2006.

Disappointing full year results that failed to meet

prospectus targets saw the shares trend sideways until

the end of 2006 but since then the trend has been mostly

upward and the shares were trading at 57 cents on 31

May. This is still a handy gain of 42 per cent in a little

less than two years, but it has significantly

underperformed the S&P ASX Small Ordinaries Index

over the period, which from the same starting point is at

an equivalent value of around 90 cents.

Nonetheless an acquisition strategy served scrap

metal competitor Sims Group very well and this was no

doubt part of the board’s thinking when in January

2006 it appointed former Simsmetal managing director

John Crabb as a director, with a brief to play a role in

overseeing CMA’s growth strategy.

Since listing CMA has increased its issued capital

from 128.5 million shares to 317.2 million shares when

the current fund raising through an entitlement offer to

shareholders is completed this month; and its

capitalization from $51.4 million to around $180

million at current share prices when the new shares are

listed.

The businesses it has acquired make an impressive

list:

* NT Metal Recyclers in Darwin (acquired in

September 2005).

* Riverside Metal Industries in Sydney (November

2005). CMA paid $5.5 million with $2.5 million in cash

and the balance through 3,875,969 shares at 77.4 cents

each.

* Scrap Metal Recyclers in New Zealand (January

2006). The price for New Zealand’s largest privately

owned scrap metal business was $10.96 million paid

for with cash of $4.11 million and 10,078,676 shares

issued at 68 cents each. Another $2.74 million is due if

performance hurdles are met.

* Australian Metal Recyclers in Pakenham, Victoria

(April 2006)

* Rex Metals in Sydney (June 2006)

* J&M Metal Recyclers in Port Hedland (October

2006)

* T&T Metal & Asbestos Services (Queensland)

Pty Ltd in Brisbane (October 2006)

* Mann Metals (trading as Bayside Metals) in

Brisbane and Papua New Guinea (May 2007). The

price of $5.2 million comprised cash of $2 million and

7,894,000 CMA shares at 40 cents value per share. The

company has revenue of $13 million.

* Southern Rocycling, which owns Universal

Metals and Advanced Recycling Australasia Pty Ltd, is

one of the largest privately owned processors and

recyclers of scrap and secondary metals in Australia.

CMA shareholders voted on the acquisition on 1 June

with settlement expected by 4 July. Southern

Rocycling’s annual revenue is $73.8 million and in the

six months to 31 December its revenue was $45.6

million with a gross profit margin of 36.6 per cent.

CMA is paying for the company with $25 million

cash and 46,875,000 new shares, a total value of around

$52 million at current share price levels. The new

shares will give the vendor, Douglas Rowe, a 14.8 per

cent stake in CMA and he will also become a director.

As the sale price for Southern Rocycling was initially

based on shares at 32 cents and the recent price is 57

cents, the vendor stands to receive a very handsome

gain on the initial price.

The $25 million is being funded by a

non-renounceable entitlements issue to shareholders.

This is underwritten and will raise $37.08 million with

the balance for acquisition costs and working capital

including smaller acquisitions.

The entitlement is for three new shares for every

four shares and the issue price is 32 cents per share. The

price is a substantial discount to the recent share price,

no doubt the reason why the offer is non-renounceable.

The question is will the low sale price per share effect

the current much higher share price. If not, shareholders

could find they have a quick and very substantial

capital gain.

The 115.8 million new shares under the entitlement

should increase CMA’s liquidity, but not all of these

will be free shares and the prospectus points that after

the acquisition and offer are completed the top five

shareholders will hold 43-44 per cent of the capital. The

prospectus says “This concentration of ownership may

adversely impact the liquidity of the market for CMA

shares. Any significant sale of CMA shares by any of

CMA’s major shareholders may have a negative

impact.”

The shares will be quoted ex rights on 6 June and the
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record date for entitlements is 13 June. The closing date

for acceptances is 29 June.

Environmental investors may wish to know that

Universal Metals and Mr Rowe are currently being

prosecuted by the Victorian Environment Protection

Authority for two indictable offences under the

Environment Protection Act 1987 (Vic). CMA said

“The charges relate to the alleged unlicensed dumping

by Universal Metals of industrial wastes (allegedly

including asbestos) on land behind premises leased

from SPI Powernet Pty Limited (SPi) by Universal

Metals.” Universal has not yet entered a plea.

Mr Rowe is also being prosecuted by Maroondah

Council for offences under the Planning and

Environment Act 1987 (Vic) for alleged breaches of

zoning restrictions, and under the Health Act 1958 for

alleged late night noise disturbances.

CMA said that “If found guilty of the charges

arising from either the EPA Prosecution or the Council

Prosecution, Universal Metals could be subject to,

among other things, imposition of a criminal

conviction, fines, reputational damage, remediation

costs and the possible imposition of conditions on

Universal Metal’s Victorian EPA licences. Restrictions

may also be imposed on Universal Metal’s operations

and the conduct of its business at the Heatherdale Road

premises.

“Additionally, Mr Rowe may be subject to criminal

conviction under the Council Prosecution. Although

CMA, as owner of Universal Metals, would ultimately

bear the consequences of any fines or remediation costs

awarded against Universal Metals, as well as any legal

expenses incurred after completion of the Acquisition

in relation to the EPA Prosecution or the Council

Prosecution, CMA does not consider that the amount of

any legal costs, fines or other losses will be material.

However, the early stage of the proceedings means that

CMA cannot comment on the precise nature or strength

of the EPA Prosecution or the Council Prosecution.”

In September 2006, Mr Rowe and Universal Metals

each pleaded guilty to offences under the Planning Act

and the Health Act brought by Maroondah City Council

relating to nuisances and breaches of zoning

restrictions. Universal Metals and Mr Rowe were

subjected to minor fines.

In regard to these matters CMA said it is “of the

opinion that Southern Rocycling’s policies and

procedures with respect to management of community

relations and environmental risk can be strengthened

after completion of the Acquisition in order to reduce

the risk of Universal Metals being subject to further

prosecution and to re-establish a constructive

relationship with residents in the vicinity of the

Heatherdale Road premises. CMA cannot however
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guarantee that Universal Metals will not be subject to

prosecution or other regulatory action in the future.”

Summary

CMA is profitable and for the six months to 31

December CMA had revenue of $104 million and made

a profit after tax of $2.88 million. However, the recent

acquisitions will boost these numbers substantially.

CMA is now a different company to when it listed. It

now has five divisions: demolition, metals,

remediation, marine and smelting, making it far less

reliant than it was on volatile contract demolition. It

also has a better geographic spread now operating

Australia wide and in New Zealand as well as further

afield. It is also much larger, which generally attracts

institutional interest and a higher value multiple.

The company is not expected to pay a dividend in

the next two years and so remains a capital gain play.

As well as Sims Group mentioned above, Transpacific

Industries is an example of another waste management

company whose share price has done well under an

aggressive acquisition strategy. The strategy seems to

be working for CMA which says it is looking for more

acquisitions and has cash at hand for any smaller ones.

However it means that even when its annual results

come out soon they will be for a company much smaller

than it will be in July when the latest acquisition is

settled. Of interest will be the impact of the previous

acquisitions on sales and profit, but even then many of

these will have been held for less than the full year. The

difficulty in keeping up with the company must mean

that at the very least management is working hard. And

with directors who are also major shareholders that is

not surprising.

Wild Share Ride for Solar
Energy Company

Solar energy company Dyesol Ltd has enjoyed a

wild and very profitable share price ride since listing on

the ASX in August 2005 (see Eco Investor Aug 2005).

The technology developer listed at 20 cents per

share and traded in the mid to high 20 cent range for

several months until January 2006 when the shares

literally skyrocketed over a few days to a short lived

high of $2.01 before gradually trending downwards

over the next months and trading in the 50 to 70 cent

range until early this year when they began rising again

and by the end of May were trading at just over $1.

That is still a 400 per cent rise in less than two years.

In April the ASX queried the company when its shares

rose from 87 cents to $1.015 over one week, but the

company said it was not aware of the reason for the rise

apart from, possibly, favourable publicity particularly

in Germany.

The company has certainly been able to generate a

number of good news announcements as it works on the

commercialization of its solar cell products that utilize

a process the company describes as artificial

photosynthesis to generate photovoltaic power. The

Dye Solar Cell (DSC) technology uses an electrolyte, a

layer of titania and ruthenium dye between glass.

Compared to silicon based photovoltaic power, it is

said to be lower cost, require lower embedded energy to

manufacture, is more efficient even in lower light, and

can be incorporated as glass in buildings rather than as

panels on roofs.

The company’s commercialization strategy is to

make and sell equipment, chemicals, materials,

components and services to manufacturers and

researchers.

On 10 May Dyesol said it had gained its largest ever

order for ruthenium dye, from G24 Innovations Ltd, a

UK company it said was preparing to commercialize

DSC materials on a large scale. The order was for

several kilograms but Dyesol would not disclose the

value, saying only “the directors of Dyesol believe it is

sufficiently large to be considered material to Dyesol’s

business”.

Dyesol said G24 Innovations has built the world’s

first commercial capacity roll to roll production

facility, at Cardiff in Wales. Dyesol managing director,

Sylvia Tulloch, said G24 have plans to manufacture

multi-megawatt volumes of DSC and with the order

being their first commercial scale material purchase she

hoped it was the start of a long term relationship.

Dyesol said that both it and G24 have on their

respective advisory boards the inventor of DSC,

professor Michael Graetzel.

The company didn’t say when it would receive

payment but its sales figures were heading in the right
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direction even without the latest order. The third

quarter sales to 31 March were $702,000 compared to

$257,000 for the equivalent 2006 March quarter. Year

to date revenues for the three quarters were $1,455,000.

Ms Tulloch said “While a substantial proportion of

receipts for the March quarter were from payments for

our development contracts, we are also seeing a steady

increase in sales of our proprietary nano-materials.

New customer enquiries are increasing and I believe

our international marketing activities will ensure

growing interest from our early target markets of

corporate and university researchers and labs, as well as

first orders from companies moving to DSC solar panel

manufacture.”

During the quarter Dyesol also acquired new plant

and equipment to scale up production “to meet growing

customer demand”; acquired the majority of shares in

the Swiss company Greatcell Solar SA giving Dyesol a

European R&D base and distribution base; Dyesol East

Asia was set up in Singapore; and the company said it

worked on setting up a UK base for marketing.

The company is still cash flow negative, with net

operating cash flows for the quarter of minus $391,000,

and total operating and investing cash flows of minus

$927,000. The year to date net operating and investing

cash flow is minus $2.283 million. However, at the end

of the quarter the company was in the fortunate position

of having cash on hand of $3.1 million, no doubt due to

it successfully raising $5 million last December via a

placement at 60 cents per share to institutions and

sophisticated investors.

The company is also making progress at the

research level. In late May one of the company’s

research partners, the Applied Nanotechnology Group

at the Queensland University of Technology, won a

$360,000 grant from the Australian Research Council

to work on DSC materials. Dyesol said it would gain

commercialization rights to the IP developed under the

three year $1.4 million project.

And in February Dyesol entered a research

agreement with the Centre for Strategic

Nanofabrication at the University of Western Australia

that will look at novel ways to produce nano-materials

used in the DSC technology.

“By employing an innovative technology capable of

continuous production, the improved process will

potentially eliminate the time consuming batch

processing method that is currently used,” said the

Centre’s director, professor Colin Raston. A successful

outcome will lead to a major reduction in

manufacturing costs, said Mrs Tulloch.

For the past year Dyesol has also been working with

Corus, a FTSE 100 company and large international

metal producer, to develop a DSC laminated steel

photovoltaic sheet for the construction industry.

Summary

Dyesol has come a long way since its listing but is

still a speculative investment with technology and

commercialization risk and no prospect of dividends

for many years. Key questions for investors include:

just how good is the new Welsh sales order, when will

the company become cash flow positive, will it need

another capital injection in due course and if so when

and at what price, can the company maintain its

research momentum, and how much future growth is

already built into the share price?

Given the market’s desire for a good solar energy

story, it seems likely that continued growth in sales

orders would also keep the share price buoyant.

Lighting Efficiency Adds Zest to
Share Price

Investors clearly think there is money to be made in

energy efficient lighting, and seem prepared to be

patient to get it, as shown by the highly successful

initial public offering and early share price ride by high

technology start-up, Bluglass Ltd.

Sydney based Bluglass holds patents on a new

process that can more efficiently create LED based

lighting. The company says its technology can make

LED lighting as price competitive and environmentally

efficient as compact fluorescent lighting, and possibly

more so.

The company held a $6 million IPO in September

last year but demand for its shares saw it accept

oversubscriptions and raise $10 million. The 20 cent

shares quickly spiked to over 50 cents and then settled

back to around the 40 cent level before another spike up

to around 60 cents in January. A month later Bluglass

was in the right place at the right time when the Federal

Government announced it would phase out

incandescent lighting, a decision that not only travelled

quickly around the world but also helped add another

40 cents to the Bluglass share price, sending it to a new

peak of around 95 cents, a gain of 375 per cent on its

IPO price in five months. The shares are now trading at

around 70 cents.

No wonder the company describes itself as one of

the most successful floats in 2006.

So how good is the Bluglass story?

The Technology

The company owns a technology that it says can

significantly reduce the cost of manufacturing the
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semi-conductor gallium nitride (GaN), used in high

brightness light emitting diodes (LEDs).

The company says LEDs are the most efficient form

of lighting with the greatest potential for reducing

electricity usage. Bluglass chief executive, David

Jordan, says LEDs are currently up to five times more

energy efficient than incandescent globes and

equivalent to compact fluorescents. They are also much

longer lasting, with US Department of Energy testing

showing they last for up to 100,000 hours (10 years),

compared to 8,000 hours for compact fluorescents and

1,000 hours for incandescent globes, he said.

The company says its technology can reduce the

cost of making semi-conductor wafers, a core

component of LED lighting, by 48 per cent, and the cost

of devices by 10 per cent, allowing the next generation

of LEDs to be manufactured cheaply enough to be used

in homes and offices. The LEDs would fit existing light

fittings and be easily dimmed for mood lighting. Other

uses for LEDs are traffic lights, mobile phones, PDAs,

TVs, computer screens, signage and automobiles.

About 20 per cent of electricity is used in lighting

and were LEDs to enter general use in Australia, the

annual saving in current greenhouse gas emissions

could be up to 8 million tonnes of carbon dioxide, said

Bluglass.

Mr Jordan said “The challenge has been to make

high brightness LEDs more cheaply. Bluglass uses

gallium nitride to manufacture the substrates used for

LEDs and other semi-conductors, and does so at

significantly lower temperatures than the conventional

methods used by competitors, allowing the use of more

cost efficient materials such as glass instead of

sapphire.

Bluglass’ LEDs are also claimed to be the most

environmentally friendly to manufacture as the

innovative Bluglass Remote Plasma Chemical Vapour

Deposition (RPCVD) system the company is

developing can completely eliminate ammonia which

is costly and toxic, and reduce the use of other reactive

materials.

The technology was developed over 10 years at

Macquarie University in Sydney by a team led by Dr

Scot Butcher, who is now chief scientist for Bluglass.

Bluglass acquired the technology through the purchase

of Gallium Enterprises Pty Ltd from Macquarie

University.

Bluglass recently entered a partnership with glass

group Saint-Gobain of France to jointly develop glass

materials which are key to Bluglass’ ability to produce

low cost LED chips. In March it announced it had made

three breakthroughs:

* it had used financial cost of ownership modeling

to prove the significantly reduced cost of wafer

deposition compared to one of the major manufacturing

technologies;

* it had demonstrated “continuous blue light

emission from a hetero-junction LED structure

deposited at a very low temperature on sapphire and

short lived emission on commercial glass”; and

* it had demonstrated “highly uniform nitride

deposition on four inch glass wafers, and good

uniformity over a six inch wafer area, nine times larger

than the current two inch industry standard.”

Commercialization Progress

Mr Jordan said “We have an opportunity to take a

home grown business and develop it into a global

competitor in LED technology... For the first time,

LEDs could break into the US$100 billion global

market for general lighting products... The current

market for high brightness LEDs is US$4 billion and is

expected to rise to US$9 billion by 2009.”

Bluglass’ main strategy is to earn royalties by

licencing its technology and suppling tools and

materials to LED manufacturers. It also aims to make

money by suppling niche devices, wafers, and R&D
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services.

So how is the commercialization progressing?

The company needs to complete development of its

RPCVD tool, which manufacturers can then use to

replace their current MOCVD (Metal Organic

Chemical Vapour Deposition) tool.

The company has been building its management and

technical team. In May it took on a new non executive

director, Dr Peter Dodd, who will help direct the

development and commercialization of the technology.

Mr Dodd has industry, investment banking and

academic experience, and among other corporate roles

is the managing director of Access Macquarie Ltd, the

commercial arm of Macquarie University and a major

shareholder of Bluglass. Late last year Bluglass hired

an operations and project engineer, an operations

engineer, and a business development manager, and in

January it also appointed an expert in plasma science

and a computational flow engineer.

However, the company does not yet have a product

ready for sale, but Mr Jordan said it aims to have its first

commercial manufacturing equipment ready this year.

The new appointees will help it to develop the

deposition tool, and the next step is to finalize the

optimal design of the commercial tool and prove its

capability in the pilot plant, he said.

In May Bluglass awarded its first contract, to

Ireland’s EMF Semiconductor Systems Ltd, for key

manufacturing equipment. The company said that

under the design and manufacturing agreement, EMF’s

componentry will form the backbone of its first

commercial scale prototype.

Mr Jordan said the equipment will be installed in the

company’s new facility at Silverwater in Sydney in

coming months and will allow Bluglass to demonstrate

to the world’s leading LED

manufacturers that its

technology works at a

commercial scale. The display

will include the professionally

engineered manufacturing tool,

the fabrication process and the

commercial production

equipment, said Mr Jordan.

Once the commercial scale

machinery has been

commissioned Bluglass says it

will licence such equipment to

LED lighting companies, which

should give Bluglass its first

revenue.

Mr Jordan said “There is

currently strong demand within

the industry for the use of LEDs

in a broadening range of lighting products.”

Summary

Bluglass is a true Australian high tech start-up story

with a double twist. It not only wants to help introduce a

cheaper version of a product and so create new markets

for it, but to do so it needs to convince the established

manufacturers to change their production methods and

machinery. A big ask anywhere, and harder still when it

is still working on the machinery it wants to sell to

them.

But the story sounds good and so far investors have

bought it. Technology commercialization means

nothing is certain until the money is in the bank, and at

this stage the money is still some time down the track.

Bluglass is a speculative technology investment with

no revenue at present and no prospect of dividends for

some years. Meanwhile like all start-ups it could fall

over unexpectedly.

But it has cash from the IPO and has already

achieved a number of commercialization milestones.

Mr Jordan says the industry is geared towards reducing

the costs of LEDs, and while others are using other

strategies there are no direct competitors to the Bluglass

technology. If it succeeds it will be a world leader in a

global market and could become an Australian

technology success story.

The company has not yet released any sales

forecasts but says it will do so when ready. For those

investors who can afford the risk and be a little patient,

the next six to 12 months should answer many

questions about the company’s prospects.
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Share Market Power of Cleaner
Coal

Investor excitement about clean coal technology

and even just cleaner coal seems to be well illustrated

by the outstanding share price performance of coal

technology company White Energy Company Ltd.

The company was originally a resources explorer

and changed its name to White Energy in June 2006

when it acquired the White Coal Technology and

changed its activities into a technology

commercializer. The technology is able to increase the

energy content and value of sub-bituminous coal.

However it does not lower the carbon dioxide

emissions of the coal, only improves the energy

efficiency of the coal against the same amount of CO2

emissions.

Since the change the company has won some

impressive backers including BHP, entered several

international joint ventures, and has seen its share price

triple. At the time it acquired the technology the shares

were trading at around $1, and were flat for several

months until last October when they began climbing

steeply and now eight months later are at around $3.

In the 11 months since its change the company has

successfully raised $23 million after initially seeking

$20 million; commenced implementing a coal mining

and plant joint venture with PT Bayan Resources,

Indonesia’s eight largest coal producer; undertaken an

investor road show in New York and London; entered

into a joint venture with the Adaro Group, also a large

Indonesian coal company, and Japanese trading giant

Itochu Corporation; initiated an American Depository

Receipts program; entered discussions with potential

US joint venture partners; sold 2 million options raising

another $2.7 million; won a US$35 million seven year

unsecured convertible funding facility from BHP,

under which BHP becomes White Energy’s exclusive

global marketing agent for the upgraded export coal;

and won a $4.35 million Commercial Ready from the

Federal Government to help it fast track a

demonstration plant.

How much of this is due to the technology, how

much to opening up new markets for a previously less

popular type of coal, and how much to good

entrepreneurialism? Hard to say, but there is no doubt

the coal technology has been a major factor in the

company’s story to investors, joint venture partners and

the government.

Yet, while some enthusiasts call the end product

clean coal, managing director John Atkinson, says

“clean coal” is an oxymoron and that it is more

correctly called “cleaner coal”.

The binderless coal upgrading technology was

developed by CSIRO, TraDet Inc, KR Komarek Inc

and The Griffin Coal Mining Company Pty Ltd. It

involves crushing the sub-bituminous coal and drying

out the high moisture content, then converting the coal

into chemically stable briquettes that can be transported

more cheaply and release higher energy than otherwise

per unit of coal.

The moisture reduction is over 20 per cent,

significantly reducing greenhouse gases emitted during

transportation as less water is being transported.

However this gain would seem to be at least partially

offset by any emissions from the upgrading process,

although the 2006 expert’s report on the technology

does not mention this.

Mr Atkinson said the technology improves the
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energy value of sub-bituminous coal by 8 to 12 per cent,

and in power stations it gives a cleaner burn than

bituminous coal as it emits significantly less ash and

sulphur emissions. In comparison bituminous coal

produces high ash and high sulphur emissions.

However, while the process results in more energy

per tonne of carbon dioxide emitted, Mr Atkinson said

the technology gives little improvement in the carbon

dioxide emissions of the coal.

So the technology seems a worthwhile efficiency

gain for coal and looks to be potentially very

commercial, particularly in the key US, Chinese, Indian

and Indonesian markets where there are large amounts

of sub-bituminous coal and which consume a lot of

coal. But the technology does not address the key issue

of carbon dioxide emissions and is not the saviour of

coal, nor the planet.

But the story clearly demonstrates the market’s keen

desire for cleaner coal technology, and the large

number of heavyweight organizations waiting to

support such technologies. Watch out if a technology

comes along that can reduce the carbon dioxide

emissions of coal down to the level of gas.

World Water Trust Lists
on ASX

A new water investment product, The Credit Suisse

PL 100 World Water Trust, has raised $112.9 million,

well above its minimum subscription of $25 million,

and listed on the ASX on 1 June. The Fund attracted

959 investors, among them environmental investment

fund CVC Sustainable Investments No 2 Ltd with

500,000 units and a high proportion of investors using

margin loans.

The result clearly indicates that investors are

interested in investing in and supporting the very

important industry of providing fresh water, said

Michael Clapham, head of Equities Structured

Products at Credit Suisse Australia. As well as

exposure to the international water industry, the five

year trust also has a number innovative structural

features, he said.

Credit Suisse says water is a good investment theme

as it is vital resource and the provision of water is the

world’s third largest industry after oil and electricity.

Mr Clapham said “Global fresh water consumption

rose six fold between 1900 and 1995. This is more than

twice the rate of population growth.” Walter Lewin,

managing director of Ord Minnett Asset Management

& Products, one of the managers of the raising, said

water has “a very positive dynamic of a limited global

supply, increasing global demand and outdated

infrastructure that is being updated.”

From the environmental investment point of view,

water presents several key problems that need

addressing, among which are the supply and

management of freshwater; the preservation of water

systems such as rivers, lakes, wetlands, and icecaps; the

treatment of waste water; the need to recycle water; and

the addressing and management of rising sea levels. It

is also useful in addressing carbon emissions through

hydro energy.

How well does the trust’s investments address these

issues:

The managed investment gives retail investors

exposure to two portfolios: a “Physical Basket” of 15

selected international water companies, and a

”Notional Basket” or “Hedging Portfolio” also of 15

international stocks. The stocks in the Physical Basket

will not change over the five year life of the trust except

to replace any that drop out through delisting or merger

so that the 15 number is maintained; while the stocks

selected for the “Notional” or “Hedging Portfolio” will

be recalibrated annually. Mr Clapham said that at

listing eight stocks were common to both portfolios and

seven were different.

The stocks in the PL 100 World Water Trust do

address some of these issues, and the portfolios appear

strong on water management and supply, waste water

treatment, and the manufacture of water based

equipment. However, the selection criteria required

companies to have only a minimum of 30 per cent of

their revenue from water based activities. The

transparency of the portfolios means investors can

research the companies to make individual assessments

on their contribution to solving these issues.

Only the assets in the Physical Basket will actually

be held by the trust and will earn dividends, expected to

average around 2.4 pr cent per year. The Notional

Portfolio is essentially for hedging purposes, but Mr

Clapham said it is expected to drive the majority of the

returns for the trust.

Credit Suisse says all the companies “are

established, profitable companies that are involved in

water utilities, transportation, filtration and

desalination. No Australian stocks are included in the

portfolio as none met the high standards necessary to be

included.”

Credit Suisse said the stocks were selected from the

universe of world water stocks and are those with the

highest annual liquidity and largest market
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capitalization. Stocks also needed to pass the Credit

Suisse HOLT methodology that looks at corporate

performance, valuation, cash generation and potential

for value creation.

The Structure

Despite the World Water Trust being a retail

product, the Product Disclosure Statement describes

the trust as a sophisticated financial product. That is an

understatement as it is also a complex financial product

that may not be fully understood by all retail investors.

However, for those who fully understand the

structure, Macquarie Adviser Services Investment

Senior Product Developer, Van Oaya, said he believes

the Trust is the next generation of structured products

with many innovative features.

The units are capital protected to their issue price.

The Trust achieves this by having, as well as the

“Physical Basket” of assets, two option contracts which

it calls the Protection Strategy “to hedge or protect

against the risk of capital loss from investing in the

physical basket”.

Credit Suisse says the Protection Strategy provides:

* capital protection at maturity of $1 per unit, the

issue price of the units that were listed. However the

protection is at maturity only and does not apply where

units are sold prior.

* “the potential to participate through the PL 100

Hedging Portfolio in the performance of a Notional

Portfolio of securities of international water industry

companies (the Notional Portfolio) which is

re-balanced annually”.

* the potential to benefit from rising capital

protection lock-ins at maturity. Where the value of the

Hedging Portfolio exceeds 110 per cent or 150 per cent
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Initial Composition of Notional Portfolio Matrix for The World Water Trust

Company Country Activity Internet address www.

Severn Trent Britain Water utilities services severn-trent.com

Pennon Group PLC Britain Water management pennon-group.co.uk

Northumbrian Water Group Britain Water utility and sewage treatment nwg.co.uk

United Utilities PLC Britain Waste water services and Water supply unitedutiliteis.com

and distribution

Suez SA France Water treatment and waste suez.fr/en/suez/

management

Veolia Environnement France Drinking water supplier and waste veoliaenvironnement.com

Management

Ebara Corp Japan Environmental manufacturer including ebara.co.jp/en

hydraulic pumps etc

Nitto Denko Corp Japan Manufactures industrial components nitto.com

Toray Industries Inc Japan Manufactures industrial materials ie toray.com

liquid crystal colour filters

Toto Ltd Japan Manufactures china fittings and toto.co.jp/en

bathroom accessories

Kubota Corp Japan Manufactures industrial machinery ie kubota.com

fluid piping systems

Pall Corp USA Manufacturing and filtration pall.com

Ashland Inc USA Speciality chemical production ashland.com

Pentair Inc USA Water products pentair.com

Aqua America Inc USA Water utilities services aqaamerica.com

You can view information about the past performance of the securities by accessing the internet

site www.bloomberg.com.

Source: Credit Suisse



of the $1 unit value, these gains, less total Physical

Basket dividends, are locked in.

* protection from foreign exchange movements on

capital invested.

The Trust is designed to provide both income and

capital growth over the five year period. Distributions

will be half yearly and based on dividends from the

Physical Basket.

Some liquidity is provided by the ASX listing. In

addition, Mr Clapham sais Credit Suisse will stand in

the market and bid to buy units, first at $1 and then at

net asset value.

There is also some limited liquidity through Credit

Suisse offering to buy and sell units off market. The

minimum redemption is $10,000 unless the full holding

is redeemed. The buy/ sell spread will be up to 2 per

cent, ie plus or minus 1 per cent.

Mr Clapham said fees are low. The trust has no

contribution fee. There is a 0.6 per cent per annum

Responsible Entity Fee of the net asset value of the

Trust, and a portfolio fee of 1.15 per cent per annum of

the value of the PL 100 Hedging Portfolio.

As well as acquire units on the ASX, for the first

three years interested investors can apply to Credit

Suisse for new units, with the issue price based on the

net asset value. The minimum subscription is $20,000.

Mr Clapham said the trust was innovative in that it

allowed investors to borrow up to 100 per cent of the

investment value with the interest tax deductible, and

also have the sale of the units assessed under capital

gains tax rather than income, which is not normally the

case for managed offshore investments.

Summary

Water as an investment theme is growing in

popularity and this looks set to continue. But actual

investment products are still few in Australia so each

one is worth looking at.

The international portfolio is a positive as it offers

exposure to the largest and most liquid water

companies in the world. But companies only have to

have a minimum of 30 per cent water based activities to

get on the radar so some investors will want to look

deeper to evaluate these other activities.

PL 100 World Water Trust offers capital protection,

is designed for both dividends and capital appreciation,

has relatively low fees, and access to both interest

deductibility and capital gains tax levels at maturity.

But the financial engineering means that initially the

product is not easy to understand and some retail

investors may need to spend extra time studying it as

well as seeking independent financial advice.

New Actively Managed
International Water Fund

Listed fund manager MFS Ltd has launched a

managed unlisted international retail fund with a

diversified water theme. The MFS Water Fund is

managed by subsidiary MFS Aqua Managers Ltd.

MFS says the global water sector is worth $460

billion and is a global growth story. “The pressure for

reliable water quality and availability, the privatization

of water assets, and the capital expenditure required to

repair and install water infrastructure are stimulating

the growth of the global water sector,” said Richard

Lourey, managing director of MFS Aqua Managers.

“The water investment story is compelling with water

set to become a major asset class offering vast

opportunities for investors,” he said.

“Water is now recognized as a precious but finite

resource which has been mismanaged and

under-valued. While the overall global volume of fresh

water is not growing, global demand is increasing

dramatically,” said MFS.

MFS quotes the Bloomberg World Water Index

returns since inception in 2003 to 31 December 2006,

saying the Index has outperformed the ASX All

Ordinaries over this period by 109 per cent.

The MFS Water Fund’s strategy is to invest in

global fund managers it classifies as leading and

innovative, and directly in water related companies. Mr

Lourey said his team has spent eight months

researching the global water sector to identify the best

performing investment managers and companies.

Some of these are wholesale funds normally

unavailable to retail investors. “There are currently

only a limited number of investment managers with

reliable established track records in the Global Water

Sector. These managers invariably have substantial

minimum subscription levels that restrict access,” says

the Product Disclosure Statement.

The Fund has also identified a range of global trends

contributing to the development of sophisticated

investment water markets, said Mr Lourey.

The indicative asset allocation is 60 to 100 per cent

managed funds and separately managed accounts, 0 to

30 per cent direct investments, and 0 to 20 per cent

cash.

The Fund will invest in water related utilities,
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infrastructure, technology companies, and the owners

of water assets and water rights. These could include

water and waste water treatment plants, industrial water

plants, residential water treatment, valves, pumps,

filtration, engineering and consulting services,

automated water systems, instrumentation, and

desalination.

“The MFS Water Fund represents an actively

managed portfolio of managed investments and direct

investments which will be designed to create a

defensive growth opportunity for investors,” said Mr

Lourey.

Mr Lourey said the Fund has already determined its

portfolio but will not release this except to investors in

the half yearly report. He did tell Eco Investor that the

Fund has identified not less than three managers it

intends to invest with, and these are based in North

America and Europe including the UK. One has an

Asian interest. However, there are at present no suitable

managers in Australia.

In terms of direct investments, these will all be in

listed companies. The PDS lists about 130 international

water companies that could be of interest and Mr

Lourey said there is probably a universe of circa 500

potentially suitable companies.

He said interest in the Fund is very strong and MFS

is happy with the initial inflow of applications.

The Fund is in Australian dollars and will hedge

against foreign exchange movements. The minimum

investment is $10,000 and applications are processed

on a monthly basis with unit pricing determined on the

last business day of each month. The buy/ sell spread is

1 per cent - plus or minus 0.5 per cent. As a growth

investment the fund will not normally accumulate

income and there is a distribution reinvestment scheme

for any quarterly distributions. The manager

recommends a minimum time horizon of three to five

years, but redemptions are open from 31 March 2008

and then at the end of each quarter, up to a limit of 10

per cent of the net asset value of the fund. The minimum

withdrawal is $1,000.

In terms of fees, the contribution fee is 3 per cent of

the application, the administration fee is estimated at

1.02 per cent per annum, the management fee is 1.25

per cent per annum of the gross asset value payable

quarterly in arrears, and the performance fee is 10 per

cent of the increase in the net asset value each quarter

subject to a high water mark. There are also underlying

investment fund fees and expenses of the investment

funds in which the Fund invests. These are estimated at

between 0.5 per cent and 2 per cent per annum of the

underlying net asset value of the funds.

After the contribution fee and any performance fees,

the ongoing expense fees - administration fee,

management fee, and underlying manager fees - are

estimated at between 2.77 and 4.27 per cent per annum.

Summary

The water investment story sounds like a good one

and many investors believe the sector can only get

stronger. However, we cannot assume that all water

investments are or will be positive for the environment.

Managed funds can further blur or obscure the view,

making judgement more difficult. But overall the trend

is in the right direction. For example, the PDS says that

in regard to the UK, “The 10 privatised water utilities

are all generally considered to be more efficiently

managed with higher levels of capital expenditure (on

average 70 per cent above pre-deregulation levels) and

lower operating expenses than as public utilities. In

most cases there have also been improved levels of

drinking water quality and customer service.”

The fund itself has a few strong advantages and

disadvantages. On the plus side it is one of only three

water specific funds in Australia and so gaining

exposure to the water sector from Australia is not easy.

For investors who like managed funds it offers a global

investment strategy and diversification by geography,

by water industry sub-sector, and by investment

managers and vehicles with the fund of funds approach

covering direct investments as well as other managed

funds. The focus on “best of breed” managers is the

right approach for a fund of funds, which should appeal

to those investors seeking quality and lower risk.

On the negative side, the fund does not yet have a

track record, with the first units allotted on 1 June. Nor

is the fund cheap. The fund of funds structure means
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Water investments have performed: The

Bloomberg World Water Index since inception.
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there is also another layer of fees from the funds in

which it invests, but this is standard for funds of funds

and part of the trade off for greater access and

diversification. However, the management fee is on the

high side when compared to say private equity funds of

funds. The one-off 3 per cent application fee is lower

than the 4 per cent charged by many managed retail

funds. The PDS does not give clear guidelines on the

type of direct investments the fund will pursue. Saying

it will invest in the “best performing companies” could

imply large established businesses but not necessarily.

How far along the risk/ return curve it moves towards

mid cap and early stage small cap companies is

something that should be made clearer. The Fund

obviously wants to keep its options open.

Overall there are certainly much riskier ways to gain

exposure to water than via a globally diversified fund of

funds, and probably few safer ways.

CVC Sustainable Investments
to Raise $30 Million

CVC Sustainable Investments has released a

prospectus to raise $30 million from retail investors.

The unlisted investment company has also become a

stapled security, adding an unlisted public investment

company to its pre-existing pooled development fund

to allow it to invest in a far wider range of opportunities,

and to invest in larger companies while retaining the tax

benefits of the PDF structure when appropriate.

Chairman, Vanda Gould, said the investment

philosophy has not changed. The Fund intends to invest

in leading environmentally sustainable companies

across ‘the complete spectrum of opportunities”. This

will give the Fund “exposure to sectors with a strong

global growth profile”. These include: clean energy and

energy efficiency, alternative fuels, water and air

purification, sustainable agriculture, waste

management, and sustainable materials.

Investments will be in small and medium sized

private companies, pre-IPO companies, and listed

small to medium market capitalisation companies.

“CVCSI will continue to invest in both public and

private companies which possess experienced and

dedicated management, a proven business model and

most importantly, the ability to expand with this

growing market. Investments are likely to be at least $1

million and will typically take the form of development

or expansion capital to achieve specific growth

objectives,” said Mr Gould.

For the unlisted investments and the majority of

listed investments, the new capital will be used to fund

growth plans rather than the simple purchase of existing

shares. Investments will generally be held for around

five to seven years, with a target annualised return on

invested capital of at least 20 per cent per annum.

Mr Gould said environmental issues are enjoying a

high public profile and this time of change “brings with

it the opportunity for superior financial returns through

exposure to the businesses that are rising to meet these

environmental challenges.”

“We are now seeing an increase in the quantity and

quality of available deal flow in response to the

escalation of environmental issues and our increasing

visibility in this market.”

CVCSI currently has $9.7 million of assets and eight

portfolio investments. If fully subscribed CVCSI will

grow to approximately $40 million in size. CVCSI

portfolio manager, Christian Jensen, said that if the full

$30 million were raised, with the improved quantity

and quality of dealflow, the Fund expected to be able to

invest this capital over a 12 month period and would

expect to make about 10 additional investments.

CVC Sustainable Investments Ltd and the new CVC

Sustainable Investments No. 2 Ltd, which together

form CVC Sustainable Investments, are managed by

CVC Managers Pty Ltd, which is part of the larger CVC

group that since 1999 has also managed CVC REEF,

the Federal Government’s Renewable Energy Equity

Fund.

In terms of track record, CVCSI says it has been

actively investing in the environment since 2002 and

has made 10 investments, completely exited two, and

has earned an internal rate of return (IRR) on deployed

capital from inception to 28 February 2007 of 23.1 per

cent per annum. It notes that “the overall return to

security holders is lower than the IRR on deployed

capital due to tax, management costs and holding

undeployed cash at bank on deposit in bank accounts.”

The IRR on exited investments has been 277.6 per

cent and the IRR on unrealised current investments is

16.7 per cent.

Since inception the Fund has paid four dividends

equivalent to 3 cents per share or 15 per cent of original

issue price.

The minimum investment under the prospectus is

$10,000. There is no entry fee but CVCSI says it may

pay financial advisors or their authorised

representatives commissions or other fees of up to 3 per

cent plus GST of application monies subscribed by

applicants introduced by them.

The management fee is 2.5 per cent per annum of net

asset value. The performance fee comprises options to

allow the manager to acquire no less than 15 per cent of

the stapled securities on issue from time to time. The
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manager options will be issued at an exercise price not

less than the original issue price of the securities.

Dividends will not be regular but opportunistic

based on when exits occur and capital is available after

investment requirements are met. A dividend

reinvestment plan is in operation.

Although the portfolio structure offers

diversification and some risk management, CVC

Managers says an investment in CVCSI should be

considered speculative due to the risk factors. “Some of

these risks include investment opportunity and

performance risks, reliance on the Manager and key

personnel, liquidity risk of Stapled Securities and

portfolio risk.”

The issue price is the total net asset value of CVCSI

as at the end of the preceding month. This will be

available on the CVCSI web site by the 7th of each

month.

The net asset value at 30 April 2007 was 21.86 cents

per stapled security.

Investors should note that CVCSI offers limited

liquidity. Given there is a very limited secondary

market, CVCSI says it will provide some small

additional liquidity for security holders by

implementing a limited stapled security buy-back

program.

Under the equal access scheme, each entity will not

buy-back more than 10 per cent of the smallest number

of securities on issue at any time during the previous 12

months. There will be two buy-back offers, made

half-yearly, offering to buy-back up to all of the

securities held by a security holder. If acceptances

exceed the maximum allowed, each acceptance will be

scaled back on a pro rata basis.

The buy-back offer price will be a price determined

by the directors who say their current intention is that

the price will be at a 5 per cent discount to the net asset

value per share based on the management accounts for

the preceding month.

CVCSI says there is no guarantee that security

holders will be able to sell all of their securities under

this facility, and that directors reserve the right to vary

or withdraw the buy-back program at any time.

CVCSI has eight current investments in: Wind

Corporation Australia Limited (clean energy sector),

Pro-Pac Packaging Limited (advanced materials

sector), Soilwise Pty Ltd (sustainable agriculture),

Plantic Technologies Ltd (advanced materials),

Biodiesel Producers Ltd (biodiesel), Agri Energy Ltd

(biofuels), The Environmental Group Ltd (water and

waste management), and HydroChile Pty Ltd (clean

energy).

The eight investments are valued at $5.2 million and
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other assets including cash bring net assets to $9.7

million as at 31 December 2006.

CVCSI has four directors and three of these have

significant shares in the Fund and two have significant

options: Alexander Beard 3,319,755 securities and

3,216,187 options, Vanda Gould 3,296,359 securities

and 3,216,187 options, John Read 3,294,182 securities,

and Phillip Toyne who according to the prospectus

holds neither shares nor options.

Summary

CVCSI is a private equity/ venture capital style

investment, and although the fund invests in

established or expansion stage businesses rather than

higher risk start-up or early stage businesses, it is still

not for everyone.

But if you have a spare $10,000 or more that you

won’t need for a few years and that doesn’t need to earn

a regular dividend then CVCSI offers a number of clear

advantages and only a few drawbacks.

On the plus side the management group, CVC, is a

pioneer environmental investment manager in

Australia with a long commitment to the environmental

sector, and is also one of the oldest venture capital and

private equity investors in Australia. CVCSI is one of

the very few environmental funds in Australia with an

investment style based on positive screening. The Fund

is already established and the existing portfolio means

investors can see the assets they are buying into. The

Fund also has a good track record on performance, has

achieved good returns on its two exits to date, and has

also paid occasional dividends.

The timing is also right with environment issues

creating increased investment opportunities and the

potential for significant returns as companies seek to

provide solutions. The variety and diversification

offered by the mixture of unlisted and small cap listed

investments will appeal to some investors.

A key drawback is the lack of liquidity. This won’t

bother some investors while others may get around this

by allocating it to their self managed super fund.

The portfolio approach should limit downside

should one or more investments not fulfil their growth

plans or just fail. The prospectus lists a number of risk

factors that make this a speculative investment, but it is

also true that some of these are typical of unlisted funds

and of all private equity funds.

Finally, CVC needs to grow CVCSI to make it a

more substantial part of its business, and Australia

needs more specialized environmental funds such as

CVCSI. This also means that for retail investors who

want a growth play with pure exposure to the

Australian unlisted and listed environmental and

cleantech sector, there are few if any alternatives.

US Expansion for Australian
Solid Waste System

An established Australian company able to process

human and animal sewage in an environmentally sound

and efficient way is expanding its operations in the US.

Established in 1997, Sydney based Vermitech says

it is a world leader in the use of large scale

vermiculture, or earthworms, to process biosolids and

produce a high quality end product that is sold to

commercial and horticultural land users.

Vermitech says its patented technology gets around

many of the issues facing other biosolid processing

systems such as landfill restrictions, high use of fossil

fuels, and odour.

The Vermitech technology is a continuous flow

system that feeds waste in a controlled manner to

earthworms, which consume the waste and produce

Vermicompost.

The system has low odour and noise, produces

minimal greenhouse gases, uses minimal fossil fuel,

reduces trucking movements, is simple and sustainable,

and produces a saleable end product. As part of its

service, Vermitech guarantees to purchase the end

product, which it says reduces its clients market risk.

The end product is classified as Class A waste safe for

human contact. The modular system lends itself to

customization and easy expansion.

The United Nations has listed the technology as an

“Environmentally Sound Technology” as it has the

“potential for significantly improved environmental

performance relative to other technologies”.

Typical clients are governments and municipal

waste water treatment plants.

The system was developed in Australia and the

company has commercial plants in operation in New

South Wales and Queensland. A subsidiary, Vermitech

USA, is headquartered in Pennsylvania. One US plant,

at Granville, Pennsylvania, has been operating for two

years and another plant is under construction.

Vermitech said it is investigating projects with clients

in four other US states.

Vermitech says the US is the most attractive

overseas market, with a suitable waste stream of some

7.8 million tons per year and 16,500 wastewater

treatment plants. Traditional techniques are

encountering limitations and restrictions and US
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Federal and State governments are supportive of

innovative technologies that are environmentally

friendly.

The Granville plant is the first full scale biosolids

vermiculture facility in the US. Vermitech supplied the

processes and equipment and is contracted to provide

long term support. The Pennsylvania State Government

supported the project. The plant produces the branded

BioVerm vermicompost which the company says

meets the highest quality criteria and is sold locally to

sod growers, golf courses, vineyards and others ”for

significant value”. Vermitech said “The facility

delivers a cost-effective solution for the Township’s

long-term biosolids requirements”.

The second US plant is under construction at West

Hanover, also in Pennsylvania, and will be twice the

size of the Granville facility. It is also supported by the

State Government and will be operational in late

2007.

The market for BioVerm is said to be strong,

particularly among golf courses, with sales at

“well in excess of US$100 per ton”.

John Fox, director of Vermitech, said “We

have invested in excess of $15 million over the

life of Vermitech and now seek to raise circa $3.0

million to roll out the business in the USA. The

application of funds relate to marketing with the

remainder being allocated to R&D.”

Suitable investors would be environmental or

small venture capital funds or private investors.

In its nine years of operation, the company has

had six funding rounds: 1997 when the initial

investors developed the idea into a commercial

technology; 1998-99 to build a large scale plant to treat

animal manures and biosolids; two funding rounds in

2000-02 to explore the US and other overseas markets;

2005-06 to establish a base in the US; and 2007-08 to

rollout the technology in the US.

The company says the new capital will be used to

develop sales opportunities, establish management

systems and structure in the US, open several new

territories, and fund continued innovation.

The regions of immediate interest are the mid

Atlantic, North East, central Rockies, and Pacific North

West. “In each area the company has already identified

prospects in development,” said Vermitech.

The business plan aims for the company to be

sustainably profitable in three years based on what it

says are conservative sales projections. These would

see it with penetration of less than 3 per cent of the

identified available market, which is equal to less than 1

per cent of the current market for Class A waste.
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Biobanking in NSW – A New
Market for Investors?

By Nic Angelov

What is Biobanking?

The NSW government has recently introduced

legislation establishing a “Biodiversity Banking”

(biobanking) scheme.

Biobanking modifies the development process for

those developments that have adverse ecological

impacts by establishing a market where landowners can

enter into agreements to create biobank sites that will

generate biodiversity credits. Those credits can then be

bought by a developer to offset against the impact of a

proposed development. A free market in the credits will

also create opportunities for other interested parties to

buy and trade in the credits.

What is the new legislative regime?

The Threatened Species Conservation Amendment

(Biodiversity Banking) Act 2006 commenced operation

on 4 December 2006. It has amended the Threatened

Species Act 1995 to establish a biodiversity banking

and offsets scheme.

The Act outlines the key elements of the biobanking

scheme:

1. the establishment of biobank sites by way of

biobanking agreements between the landowner and

Minister for the Environment;

2. the creation of biodiversity credits for

management actions or proposed actions to be carried

out on the biobank site that improves biodiversity

values;

3. the establishment of a system that enables

biodiversity credits to be created, registered and

traded and used as an offset against the impact of

proposed development on biodiversity values;

4. the establishment of a biobanking assessment

methodology;

5. developers will be able to apply for biobanking

statements that will specify the credits required to

offset the impact of the development.

How long does a biobanking agreement last for?

The general intention is for biobanking agreements

to be in perpetuity. They will be registered on the title of

the land. Thus a biobanking agreement will be binding

on subsequent successors in title to the banked land.

Only in very limited circumstances can the agreements

be varied or terminated.

How will it work?

The following is a simple example:

Jill is developing a retirement village on 5 hectares

of Southern Highlands Shale Woodlands, which will

destroy 2 hectares of the Woodlands. Jill works out the

number of credits she needs to purchase to offset the

ecological impact of her development and looks to

purchase the credits.

Jack owns 250 hectares of Southern Highlands

Shale Woodlands. This is an endangered ecological

community and thus has an important conservation

value. He has entered into a biobanking agreement

allowing for him to manage the land so that its

biodiversity value will be maintained and improved.

This will generate biodiversity credits that will be

entered onto a register maintained by the Department of

Environment and Conservation.

Jill purchases the required credits from Jack, the sale

goes onto the register and the credits are retired. A

portion of the sale of each credit goes into the

Biobanking Trust Fund. Jack get helps with the future

management of his land from the Fund.

Although this simple example envisages a

like-for-like transfer, the scheme can actually be more

flexible, as there is no legislated requirement that the

credits come from the same type of ecological

community as the proposed development.

What does it mean for me?

Developers

For developers the scheme offers a market-based

approach to deal with the negative consequences of

development on biodiversity.

The scheme offers developers flexibility as it is

voluntary. Developers have a choice as to whether they

go via this new route or follow the previous threatened

species assessments. Biobanking statements will be an

alternative to the threatened species approval process.

Developers may themselves consider establishing

or improving other land sites that are biodiversity rich

to offset any negative consequences for biodiversity on

their development site.

Landowners

Landowners can generate income for the activities

they undertake to maintain or enhance the biodiversity

on their land.

Investors/ Speculators

Investors have a number of avenues of involvement.
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Firstly, investors can generate their own credits by

establishing biobank sites. That is, they become

landholders of biobank sites.

Secondly, investors can become brokers, helping

others to establish, source and trade credits.

Finally, investors can enter into the trade of

biobanking credits. The credits are personal property

and anyone will be able to buy them. The price of the

credits will not be regulated. Therefore the price will be

determined by the usual supply and demand factors of

the market.

Apart from the usual costs that need to be factored in

when determining price, sellers need to be aware that

when a credit is first sold, a prescribed amount has to be

deposited into the Biobanking Trust Fund. The money

from this trust fund goes to the landholder to help with

the management actions that need to be taken in

relation to the biobank site.

Where to from here?

The scheme is currently undergoing a two year trial

and review.

There are differing views about whether it will

succeed in its stated aims and much of the regulatory

and operational framework and details of the scheme

have not yet been fleshed out. For example, the

assessment methodology is currently being created and

will not be publicly exhibited until around July this year

with a hope that it will be gazetted by September.

Conclusion

Biobanking is part of the increasing trend of

governments seeking market solutions to

environmental problems.

From an investor’s perspective the usual dilemma

applies as with any novel investment product,

opportunity or market: do I jump in now or do I wait

and see?

Nic Angelov is a Sydney barrister practicing in a

number of areas of law, including environmental law.

He can be contacted at angel@selbornechambers.

com.au

Geothermal Heating for Pool

The largest aquatic complex in the Southern

Hemisphere, The Challenge Stadium in Perth, has won

a Gold Award for Excellence for its use of renewal

energy to heat the swimming pools.

Prior to the installation of the new geothermal

system, the temperature of the pools was maintained

using three gas fired boilers. These consumed around

24,650 GJ of gas per year, producing about 1,300

tonnes of greenhouse gases, while running costs were

about $250,000.

The new geothermal system taps into the naturally

occurring warmth in the earth, reducing energy costs by

around $200,000 per year with significant greenhouse

gas reductions.

The Challenge Stadium project has five pools and

total water volume of 11 million litres. It was designed

by engineering firm Parsons Brinckerhoff Pty Ltd and

the award was presented by the Association of

Consulting Engineers Australia.

Government Doubles Solar
Rebate

The Federal Government has doubled the rebate for

solar panels from $4 per watt and a maximum of $4,000

to $8 per watt and a maximum of $8,000. The

Government said householders, schools and

community organizations can apply immediately for

the increased funding.

A new competitive grants element of the program

enables schools and community groups to apply for a

grant of up to 50 per cent of the cost of a solar power

system, with an upper limit of 2 kilowatts.

Commenced in 2000, the Photovoltaic Rebate

Program gives cash rebates to householders, owners of

community use buildings, display homes and housing

estate developers who install grid connected or stand

alone photovoltaic systems. Around 10,000 domestic

systems have been installed and another 14,000 will be

funded under the new measure, said Environment

minister, Malcolm Turnbull.

Five Grants for Renewable
Energy Storage

Australian Government grants have been awarded

to five technologies for trialing and demonstrating

more efficient ways to store electricity from renewable

sources. The $17.6 million funding is under the

Advanced Electricity Storage Technologies program.

The five technologies are:

* $7.4 million to Wizard Power of South Australia.
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Four 400 square metre solar dishes will provide heat to

split ammonia into nitrogen and hydrogen for storage.

When power is required, the gases are recombined to

give off heat and boil water to generate electricity from

steam.

* $5 million to Lloyd Energy Systems of NSW to

demonstrate a solar energy storage system that uses

graphite blocks.

* $3.1 million to ZBB Technologies of NSW to

demonstrate a 500 kilowatt hours zinc-bromide battery.

* $1.8 million to Pinnacle VRB of WA to

demonstrate vanadium-redox batteries fed by

photovoltaic panels and wind turbines.

* $0.26 million to V-Fuel of NSW to demonstrate

vanadium flow batteries.

The program will see more than $36 million

invested, said Environment minister, Malcolm

Turnbull.

The Cleantech Revolution

The Cleantech Revolution: The Next Big Growth

and Investment Opportunity is a new book that

discusses the clean technology phenomena that has

been spreading around the world in the past few years.

The book is by Clean Edge co-founder and principal

Ron Pernick and Clean Edge contributing editor Clint

Wilder. Clean Edge is a US based clean technology

finance researcher and publisher.

The publisher says the book highlights

breakthrough clean-tech opportunities, potential

roadblocks and pitfalls, and pioneering individuals,

companies, and regions around the world.

The authors discuss eight major clean-tech sectors

that they say offer the best near to mid-term

opportunity: solar energy, wind power, biofuels and

biomaterials, green buildings, personal transportation,

the smart grid, mobile applications, and water filtration.

The chapter headings are:

- Introduction - The Clean-Tech Opportunity

1. Solar Energy - Scaling Up Manufacturing and

Driving Down Costs

2. Wind Power - Exploiting Big Finance, Large

Projects, and Emerging Niches

3. Biofuels and Biomaterials - Developing

Next-Generation Refineries and Feedstocks

4. Green Buildings - Leveraging Advanced

Materials and the Power of “Negawatts”

5. Personal Transportation - Designing

Ultra-Efficient, Low-Emissions, High-Performance

Vehicles

6. Smart Grid - Creating an Intelligent, Distributed,

Twenty-First-Century Grid

7. Mobile Technologies - Powering a World on the

Go

8. Water Filtration - Turning Oceans, Wastewater,

and Other Untapped Sources into Pure Water

9. Create Your Own Silicon Valley - Jobs, Growth,

and Economic Potential

10. Clean-tech Marketing - Five Key Lessons

- Conclusion - Leading the Way

The authors say “The choice for investors,

companies, governments, and individuals is simple...

The opportunity for wealth creation stands on one side

of the equation and the very real threat of the collapse of

civilization as we know it on the other.”

See www.thecleantechrevolution.com

Ethanol Production Viable in
Ord River

Ethanol production from sugar cane in Western

Australia’s Ord River irrigation area could be

competitive with ethanol production from grain in the

southern part of the state, says a study by the Western

Australian and Northern Territory Governments.

The study was based on estimated sugar cane

production, processing costs, and forecast prices for

sugar and ethanol products.

The report concludes that with an upgrade of the

throughput of the existing sugar mill to 1.1 million

tonnes of cane, ethanol could be produced from

molasses associated with sugar production at an

ex-refinery cost of around 50 cents per litre or 56 cents

to a capital city.

The cost is similar to estimates of the breakeven

price of ethanol production from wheat, after including

revenue from the byproducts of wheat processing, said

Kim Chance, WA minister for Agriculture.

Eco Tourism Guide

Ecotourism Australia has released the 2007 edition

of its Green Travel Directory, which lists more than 700

ECO certified operators and members from every state

in Australia. The Directory gives the travel industry and

tour planners information on a wide range of eco

tourism venues and holidays.

Ecotourism Australia says the tours, accommoda-

tion and attractions guarantee visitors a genuine

ecotourism experience audited under Ecotourism Aus-

tralia’s world leading certification program.

“This directory is a shop window for ecotourism
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products that are world’s best practice,” said

Ecotourism Australia chief executive, Stephen Paul.

The organization has well established criteria for

separating “wannabe green” tour operators from those

who are committed and can demonstrate sustainability

in every aspect of their operations, he said.

Organic Antibiotics for Livestock

An Australian researcher has discovered two native

plants that have similar effects to antibiotics in

preventing a digestive disorder called lactic acidosis in

grazing animals . Research is now underway to see if

the plants could be used to replace antibiotics in some

stockfeeds.

Pete Hutton from the CRC for Salinity said that,

while they are thought to be safe, there is a perception

that antibiotics lead to the development of resistant

organisms that could harm human health. The new

discovery could lead to cleaner and greener livestock

production system, he said.

Australia imports more than 700 tonnes of

antibiotics each year, with nearly 400 tonnes of this for

stockfeed. The EU banned many antibiotics in the late

1990s, and a total ban has applied from 2006. Intensive

livestock producing countries including Australia are

under pressure to follow suit, said the CRC.

Mr Hutton screened 110 plants from a much longer

list and found two that have similar effects to

antibiotics, with one showing a level of anti-microbial

activity very close to current antibiotics. “The next

steps are feeding trials and then isolation of the active

compounds that are inhibiting the bugs,” he said.

Artificial Soils from Waste

Australian scientists say they are working on a

scientific standard for making soil from waste products

that would also be superior to the bags of “soil”

currently available at garden centres - which contain

mostly green waste and soon break down and

disappear.

“Worldwide, very little research has been done into

how you make a soil,” said professor Dick Haynes of

CRC CARE. The key ingredients of a good soil include

stable minerals and organic compounds that give it

structure, porosity and fertility, he said.

Potential ingredients of artificial soil could come

from some of Australia’s biggest waste challenges -

such as 13 million tonnes of fly ash from power

generation, an even greater amount of left over ‘red

mud’ from bauxite processing, and millions of tonnes

of bio-solids from urban sewage systems.

“At the moment people are trying to get rid of these

things. At CRC CARE we think we can formulate them

into something useful which is currently in short supply

and becoming quite expensive - new topsoil,” said

professor Haynes.

Costs could be lowered by using locally available

wastes, thus avoiding expensive transportation. Thus

artificial soils would vary, as do natural soils.

The artificial soils could also be formulated to assist

with two of Australia’s major soil issues - the vast

expanses of acid and sodic soils, both of which limit

food production. Some wastes are highly alkaline such

as chicken litter and could be used to correct acid soils,

he said, while a soil improver high in calcium such as

poultry waste or slag from steelmaking could benefit

sodic soils.

Biorefineries to Change Forest
Industries

The traditional forestry industries can be

transformed by using biorefineries to produce a new

and wide range of forest based products, says Dr Simon

Potter, a researcher from Ensis, a forestry research joint

venture between CSIRO and New Zealand’s Scion

Crown Research Institute.

A biorefinery is essentially a fermentation process

where fibre or waste from trees and plants can be

transformed into a base for new products, he said.

“Traditional forest industries produce wood

products, pulp and paper and energy, however by

applying a biorefinery concept, the industry could

extend its value streams and produce alternative fuels,

plastics, textiles, pharmaceuticals, functional food

additives and fragrances, to name a few,” he said.

Ensis is using phenomics gene research to

understand gene function in trees and how it could

enhance the growth and wood characteristics of trees.

“Biotechnology can help us to select species that

have more potential in certain end uses. We have been

using this technique for some time in traditional

forestry to ensure that we breed the best trees for fibre

and wood.

“We are now seeking to take that a step further and

help lead the industry into new, high value industries,”

he said.

“We predict that future tree plantations will be

different to what they are now, with trees grown for a

wider range of purposes than housing or other

traditional end uses.”
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